A Blockchain-driven Architecture for Usage Control in Solid
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Abstract—Decentralization initiatives like Solid and Digi.me enable data owners to control who has access to their data and to stimulate innovation by creating both application and data markets. Once data owners share their data with others, though, it is no longer possible for them to control how their data are used. To address this issue, we propose a usage control architecture to monitor compliance with usage control policies. To this end, our solution relies on blockchain and trusted execution environments. We demonstrate the potential of the architecture by describing the various workflows needed to realize a motivating use case scenario for data markets. Additionally, we discuss the merits of the approach from privacy, security, integratability, and affordability perspectives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Decentralized projects like Solid and Digi.me seek to increase data owners’ control over their data while also giving people and small organizations access to information that is typically managed by centralized platforms. The Solid community aims to achieve this objective by building web standards and best practices that make data integration simple and encourage the creation of decentralized social apps based on Linked Data concepts. To provide individuals with more control over their data, Digi.me develops technologies thanks to which users can encrypt and collect their information from centralized platforms in personal datastores.

In both cases, there is potential for new data and application markets. Protocols that design interactions with distributed data stores are essential to work with various data resources that may come with distinct terms and conditions specified by data owners for data sharing. Those terms and conditions typically come in two forms. Access control takes place before granting information access [1]. Usage control extends the former as its enforcement requires runtime monitoring of data consumption at a remote location.
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A large body of research work improves control and transparency in personal data processing by utilizing blockchain-based distributed application platforms [2]. Ayoade et al. [3] propose a framework wherein blockchain applications are used to manage access to data that are stored off-chain in a trusted execution environment. Zhaofeng et al. [4] introduce a secure usage control scheme for Internet of Things (IoT) data that are built upon a blockchain-based trust management approach. Khan et al. [5] present the DistU distributed usage control framework, which applies the UCONABC [6] model to the Hyperledger Fabric1 permissioned blockchain. Xiao et al. [7] propose a system called PrivacyGuard, which leverages blockchain technologies to share usage policies, records resource usage, and monitors policy compliance in a data market scenario. Furthermore, several research studies propose integrations of the Solid protocol with blockchain technologies. Ramachandran et al. [8] show three possible configurations which combine blockchain with Solid to verify resource integrity, represent resources as smart contracts, and manage crypto wallets through off-chain personal online datastores (pods). Cai et al. [9] present a blockchain-assisted system implementing access control policies as a secure authentication mechanism for Solid. Becker et al. [10] propose a blockchain-based payment protocol to build a monetization framework for data stored in Solid personal online datastores. Havur et al. [11] show a decentralized layered architecture supporting the intersection of the SPECIAL2 policy language with Solid standards integrated into personal online datastores.

Despite these efforts, Solid currently only supports basic access control, and thus it is not possible to ensure that data consumers adhere to usage restrictions specified by data owners.

To overcome this limitation, we propose a decentralized usage control architecture that resorts to a blend of blockchain applications and trusted execution environments. We extend the state of the art by demonstrating (i) how blockchain oracles [12] allow for seamless communication between these entities, and (ii) how Solid applications [13] can be enhanced with usage control mechanisms. In the proposed architecture, users’ data are kept in Solid personal online datastores. Access is administered through a component named pod manager.

The usage control is handled by blockchain executable applications that are capable of (i) recording where data resides, (ii) declaring what the usage restrictions are, and (iii) monitoring compliance with these policies. Applications that leverage data stored in Solid pods run in a trusted execution environment [14], which enables users to revoke access if data consumers do not adhere to the usage policies. Finally, blockchain oracles enable pod managers and trusted execution environments to communicate with the blockchain and vice versa. We illustrate the application of our architecture and highlight its effectiveness in the in the context of data markets.

Next, Section II describes a motivating scenario we employ as a running example throughout this paper. Section III presents the software architecture at the core of our solution. Section IV illustrates the application of our approach to the motivating scenario. Section V evaluates our approach through the lens of four key properties. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and outlines possible endeavors for future work.

II. MOTIVATING USE CASE SCENARIO

Alice and Bob sign up for a new decentralized data market service for data trading across datastores. Their accounts include contact details, subscription details, and a username and password for the service. They set up a personal datastore on a server of their choosing, wherein they add the data that they would like to trade. Alice and Bob employ usage policies to set usage restrictions on their data. Bob’s dataset contains medical data to be used only for medical purposes. Alice’s dataset contains internet-browsing datasets, which must be deleted one month after their storage. Alice and Bob send metadata associated with the data that they would like to trade alongside the usage policies to the decentralized data market.

Alice is a researcher in the healthcare domain. She is interested in Bob’s medical dataset. She asks the service for a data reference and a certificate proving she has paid the market fee. Alice uses the reference to contact Bob’s personal datastore and check the certificate’s validity. Thereafter, it returns Bob’s medical dataset and the associated usage policy. Similarly, Bob, a web data analyst, wishes to retrieve Alice’s internet-browsing dataset from her personal online datastore. Alice and Bob only use the data obtained from the market on their trusted devices (which is part of the terms and conditions stipulated by the market), in which a trusted software component enforces policies. This ensures that Alice’s dataset is deleted after one week of usage and Bob’s healthcare data are only used for medical purposes. Alice asks the market service to check that the usage policy associated with her datasets is being adhered to. In this case, trusted devices storing her resources provide her with evidence of the policies’ compliance. At any point, Alice and Bob can change the rules associated with their datasets. In particular, after two days, Alice changes the maximum storage time of her internet-browsing data to one week. In the meantime, Bob modifies the allowed purpose of use of his medical resources to academic pursuits. Trusted devices guarantee ongoing policies update after the information retrieval, thus catching Alice and Bob’s policy updates from the market service. As a result, Alice’s data are erased from Bob’s device after the new expiry time lapses. As Alice is using an application in the medical research domain for a university hospital, changes do not affect her access grants.

III. DECENTRALIZED USAGE CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

To cater for our motivating use case scenario, we propose an architecture that extends Solid with usage control capabilities. More specifically, we build upon the existing Solid infrastructure, which we enhance to (i) continuously monitor compliance with usage policies and (ii) enforce the fulfillment of usage policy obligations after access to data has been granted. Figure 1 depicts the proposed architecture. We describe it in detail below.

A. Pods, Pod Managers, and the Solid Protocol

Our architecture extends the Solid protocol, whose main goal is to support decentralized data storage and application development [13]. Solid applications communicate with personal data stores called Pods, according to the Solid communication rules, via Pod Managers. The Pod Manager is a web application that allow users to retrieve, modify and control data that are stored in a Solid Pod. Thus, the Pod Manager determines whether access can be granted by checking the access control policies that are stored locally.

However, once data are retrieved from the Solid Pod, it is not possible for Solid to control how data are subsequently used. Thus, we combine the Solid infrastructure with a distributed blockchain application that facilitates usage control after data have been retrieved.

B. Blockchain, DistExchange Application, and Usage Policies

Modern blockchain technologies offer trusted and secure environments not only for classical data storage but also for the execution of applications that run on distributed virtual machines [15]. The correctness of the executed code is validated by the consensus mechanism of the blockchain.

In Fig. 1, we enclose the multiple software elements we deploy on the blockchain infrastructure in a dedicated macro-component labeled as Blockchain, which we leverage for multiple aims. First of all, we resort to its ledger to store references to the physical location of Solid Pods, as well as specific Resource Location and applicable Usage Policies. Additionally, we resort to the distributed virtual machine running smart contracts to develop a DistExchange Application (DE App) that is capable of monitoring compliance with usage control policies. For instance, a Usage Policy may specify temporal obligations that state the duration of usage for a particular resource (e.g., the one-week expiry of Alice’s web data) and purpose obligations that constrain resource usage to a given purpose (e.g., medical research as the sole access aim for Bob’s data).

The DE App is responsible for monitoring compliance with every Usage Policy and detecting policy violations. It relies on the Trusted Execution Environment hosted by data consumer devices to enforce Usage Policy.
C. Trusted Execution Environment

A Trusted Execution Environment is composed of hardware and software that ensures the protection of sensitive data by providing isolated execution, application integrity, and data confidentiality [14]. A Trusted Application is a software object running in a Trusted Execution Environment. Our infrastructure imposes that Solid client requests are generated by Trusted Applications. A copy of the requested data is stored locally and managed by the Trusted Execution Environment through the Trusted Data Storage. Local access to the Trusted Data Storage is controlled by the Trusted Execution Environment according to the Usage Policy. For instance, consider the temporal obligation on Alice’s data. In this case, the Trusted Execution Environment automatically deletes the resource from the Trusted Data Storage after one week has passed, as per the policy. The Trusted Execution Environment logs resource usage, too. This feature facilitates policy monitoring whereby the Blockchain regularly interacts with the Trusted Execution Environment in order to ensure that usage policies are being adhered to. For instance, Bob can routinely check who the granted users to his data are and what use they are making of his shared information. Pod Managers and Trusted Execution Environments communicate with the Blockchain and vice versa via blockchain oracles.

D. Communication via Blockchain Oracles

Given that blockchains are closed environments, applications running in the blockchain ecosystem cannot natively communicate with entities located outside the network. For this reason, communication mechanisms called oracles are needed in order to connect the on-chain to the off-chain world [16]. Oracles are trusted entities used to facilitate data flow from the on-chain apps to real-world software and vice versa. We classify oracles according to two criteria: flow direction (in-bound/out-bound) and data operation (pull-based/push-based). Considering these criteria, it is possible to distinguish four types of oracles: push-in, push-out, pull-in, and pull-out. To be realized, oracles are split into two core parts. One lies off-chain and the other lies on-chain [12].

In the proposed architecture, the off-chain entities that communicate with the Blockchain are Pod Managers and the Trusted Execution Environments hosted on data consumer devices. These applications interact with the Blockchain via Blockchain Interaction Modules and the respective Off-chain Oracle Components. We assume that each off-chain entity has the credentials necessary to sign transactions and send data to the Blockchain.

IV. AN INSTANTIATION OF THE ARCHITECTURE

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed architecture by revisiting our motivating use case scenario. To this end, we analyze the data flows and interactions among components, which we separate into subsequent processes. We specifically focus on the interaction between Pod Managers, Trusted Execution Environments and the DE App. Thus, we do not go into specifics in terms of setting up the market and
catering for new registrations. The various processes, which are depicted in Fig. 2, are described in detail below.

1) Pod initiation: Once Alice and Bob have registered with the DE App, they need to link their Solid Pods to their respective data market accounts. The process starts when Alice makes a request to the Pod Manager to initialize a new Pod. The Pod Manager sets up the Pod with its default policy (e.g., only subscribed users have access to the data). Thereupon, it invokes a Push-in Oracle to send information about the Pod’s web reference and its default policy to the blockchain smart contract that is part of the DE App. The process for Bob is analogous.

2) Resource initiation: The resource initiation process is used in order to add a new resource to the DE App. The process begins when Alice asks her Pod Manager to add a resource to the market that has already been uploaded in her Pod’s filesystem via the Solid protocol. The Pod Manager first checks that Alice is permitted to perform this action. If so, the Pod Manager uses the Push-in Oracle to forward the necessary metadata to the DE App (i.e., a reference to the resource and possibly a resource-specific usage policy), which adds the resource’s metadata to the index and publishes the applicable Usage Policy.

3) Resource indexing: With this process, users retrieve a link to a resource that is initialized in the DE App. Alice is interested in the medical data that Bob has added to the market. Given that Alice does not know the exact web location of the resource, she asks the DE App for a link to it alongside the corresponding usage policy. The process is initiated when Alice requests information about the resource (i.e., the aforementioned web link and policy). Alice’s Trusted Application generates the request, running in the Trusted Execution Environment. It uses the Pull-out Oracle to read this piece of information directly from the DE App running in the Blockchain. The retrieved information is stored in Alice’s Trusted Execution Environment and can subsequently be used to retrieve the resource physically.

4) Resource access: The resource access process allows data consumers to retrieve information stored in a Solid Pod. In order to collect Bob’s data, Alice’s Trusted Application makes a request from within the Trusted Execution Environment to the Pod Manager. The request includes a certificate that proves she has paid the market fee. The Trusted Application provides the Pod Manager...
with a reference for the resource that it obtained from the DE App via the above process of resource indexing. The Pod Manager first checks that Alice is permitted to perform the read action. If so, the Pod Manager returns the resource to Alice’s Trusted Application. In turn, Alice’s Trusted Application stores it within its Trusted Data Storage.

5) Policy modification: The policy modification process enables users to update usage policies after resources have been deployed to the DE App. For instance, Alice shortens the time lapse for the usage of her internet browsing data to one week, whereas it was initially set to one month. Here we assume that such updates are permitted according to the general rules of the market. Alice makes a request to the Pod Manager to change the Usage Policy for that resource. The Pod Manager checks whether Alice is granted the permission to change the policy. If so, it proceeds with the update locally. The Pod Manager, then, uses the Push-in Oracle to send the updated policy to the DE App, which replaces the policy accordingly. The DE App uses a Push-out Oracle to notify those that have a copy of the resource (e.g., Bob) that the policy has been updated. The Trusted Applications bearing a copy of the resource (e.g., Bob’s Trusted Application) update their local policies, check if the change requires any actions to be executed locally, and if so, execute them. In Bob’s case, the consequent action to be taken is the erasure of the collected data if the check happens after one week from the first download. Notice that this mechanism is automatically enforceable since data are entirely and solely stored in the Trusted Data Storage as described above.

6) Policy monitoring: The policy monitoring process regularly checks usage policy compliance once data are accessed. The Pod Manager uses the Push-in Oracle to start the monitoring (for instance, via a scheduled job). The Push-in Oracle forwards the request to the DE App, which in turn communicates with all devices that have a copy of the resource in their Trusted Execution Environment via the Pull-in Oracle. The Pull-in Oracle, then, requests evidence that the usage policies are being adhered to. The Push-out Oracle is subsequently required by the DE App to send the pieces of evidence gathered from the various trusted applications (for instance, Alice’s Trusted Application) to the Pod Manager that initiated the policy monitoring process.

V. DISCUSSION

In the following, we expand the discussion of our decentralized usage control architecture, paying special attention to the properties of privacy, security, integrateability and affordability.

1) Privacy: According to the Solid protocol, data owners decide which entities (authenticated or unauthenticated) can access their resources via Access Control Lists (ACLs). This requirement has a significant impact on privacy and data confidentiality, as the need to subscribe to terms and conditions specified by applications is eliminated. However, Solid principles entail that data are kept in specific user-trusted datstores. Such a design choice can represent a limitation for computationally intensive web applications, which are forced to retrieve data from several data sources.

The establishment of usage control through Blockchain applications and Trusted Execution Environments allows data owners to keep control over their data (even after data consumers have obtained copies thereof) and further supports the Solid principle of data ownership. At the same time, Trusted Execution Environments facilitate compliant data storage and resource usage by implementing usage policy enforcement and related obligations. After the resource retrieval, Trusted Applications benefit from locally stored data (as long as the Usage Policy permit it) without the need to constantly communicate with Solid Pods, which leads to significant improvements in latency and scalability.

The most critical issue regarding confidentiality relates to the blockchain metadata, which are publicly exposed in most cases. Public blockchains offer public ledgers that are fully readable by every node of the network. In our setting, this availability implies that all users can read usage policies and resource locations. Although making this information public can be desirable on occasions, data owners might request that only authorized parties (e.g., those with access to the decryption key) can access this information. Typically, approaches that achieve this objective in a blockchain context are based on encryption [17], [18].

2) Security: In a decentralized web environment, the lack of a central authority increases the chances that malicious users make unauthorized use of data and metadata managed by the infrastructure. However, the integrity of user data residing in Pods is already guaranteed by the Solid protocol through access control policies. The blockchain’s consensus algorithm and its distributed nature protect the stored metadata (resource locations and usage policies) from unauthorized modifications, making this information tamper-proof. Moreover, methods through which the state of smart contracts is changed can be invoked only by signing transactions with auditable digital signatures. The Trusted Execution Environment provides a separate environment for code execution and data storage. Studies such as the one conducted by Sabt et al. [14] already showed the effectiveness of these technologies in preventing the execution of malicious code from the operating system’s machine, which could compromise the integrity of resources and usage policies stored inside the Trusted Execution Environment. Interactions between the various components that could lead to the modification of resources or usage policies are managed via off-chain and on-chain oracle components, which are able to enact secure information exchange between the blockchain and outer parties [19].

The availability of the DE app is preserved by the distributed nature of the blockchain. If an attack succeeds in bringing down one of the nodes, the blockchain ecosystem can continue to operate by relying on the rest of the nodes. However, both the Solid Pods and the Trusted Execution Environments hosted on user devices need to adopt best practices in terms of hardware and software security to guarantee
communication with the blockchain platform.

3) **Integrability:** One of the requirements that steer our design process is the need to easily integrate our architecture with the existing Solid ecosystem, so that pod data management functionality could be extended to cater to usage control. Pods interact with blockchain applications via a plug-in module, which enables subscription, usage policy specification, and resource indexing. On the client side, an additional requirement on the hardware is set by the fact that Trusted Execution Environments rely on separation kernel methodologies through hardware support [14]. However, this kind of technology is supported via various extensions to existing operating systems.

4) **Affordability:** Public blockchains use the tamper-proof register feature to define cryptocurrencies whose transactions are stored in blocks. The execution of on-chain code requires that cryptocurrencies are spent, depending on the computational effort required by the run of the code.

Resorting to a public blockchain, users of our infrastructure would make a payment to interact with the blockchain metadata through transactions. The market scenario can justify the costs involved in our architecture. A subscription-based business model could offer an incentive mechanism that allows users to overcome the sharing costs and earn a remuneration upon access to their data. Therefore, blockchain applications provide an easy way to guarantee a market profit redistribution to users, proportionately to the accesses granted to their data. The economic incentives are out of scope for this paper and pave the path for future work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the need to ensure that data consumers adhere to usage restrictions specified by Solid data owners, we proposed a decentralized usage control web architecture that extends existing Solid access control mechanisms to cater to usage control. The effectiveness of the proposed architecture is demonstrated with the help of a motivating use case scenario in the context of data markets. Additionally, we examined the proposed architecture from privacy, security, integrability, and affordability perspectives.

Future work includes the integration of a policy language that can be used to specific usage policies at different levels of granularity. We are also interested in the study and design of economic mechanisms supporting the data market adoption. The proposed architecture generalizes the blockchain concept, although a wide variety of technologies are currently available. Following the comparative methodology proposed in [20], we plan to instantiate a specific blockchain technology that meets the technological requirements evidenced by our decentralized usage control scenario [21]. An analogous analysis will be applied to the multitude of trusted execution environment technologies available, including Intel SGX [22], TrustZone [23] and OpenTEE [24]. The instantiation process will allow us to evaluate the architecture from the perspectives of performance, scalability, and robustness.
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